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Due to the 2020 pandemic, all AELFE events were
cancelled / postponed. We are happy to announce that this
year, AELFE’s conference in Vilanova I la Gertrú, UPC, will
be held as a hybrid event (7-9th July, 2021). We are aware
that this modality can never completely replace the actual
physical conferences from the past, but the coordinator, Dr.
Elisabet Arnó, is doing her best to accommodate / adjust to
all the demands and needs in this new type of new venue /
format. There will be more than 300 participants in the
conference (on-line and off-line). We are certain that it will
be a success, as Elisabet’s team is taking very good care of
all the technological requirements and affordances. We
will also hold the AGM of AELFE via video-conferencing and
TV streaming so that any members can join us and
successfully participate. So, we hope to see you all in
Vilanova! Some way or another!

2020 / 2021

https://aelfetap
p.upc.edu/en

http://www.aelfe.org/?l=en&s=premi

We will also celebrate the 8th edition of the
Enrique Alcaraz Award in Vilanova this year.
There are outstanding publications and
unedited manuscripts competing in this 8th
edition, and we are certain that any of them
could be the winner. At the moment, reputed
reviewers are evaluating them according to
the pre-set criteria, and we wish good luck to
all of them. The award is 500 euros and
certificates for the winner in the edited
works category, and 300 euros and
certificate for the winner in the unedited
works.
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Research and teaching 

The current Executive Board members
wish you all well this year and hope to
see you all soon. A good place and time
would be the Annual General Assembly
in Vilanova, on 9th July 2021. We will deal
there with different issues related to key
topics in LSP research and teaching
dissemination and events. We will also
proceed to have the conference panel
coordinators and an executive position in
the board renewed by accepting any
new candidates and voting for them. So,
your participation is not only welcome. It
is needed! Have a good and safe year!

As always, AELFE aims to promote LSP
research and teaching as well as disseminate
updated news on outstanding events and
publications. Our aims include the
dissemination of our reputed and highly-
ranked journal Ibérica across multiple
databases and social media platforms. We
are also advancing the platform in an OJS
system, hoping to have it ready and running
by the end of 2021. The updates and
technological adaptations in these open
access resources will undoubtedly enhance
our visibility not only in terms of the
publications offered  but also of any related
research events and committed agreements
with other associations worldwide.


